ase-based reasoning is most useful in areas lacking a strong theoretical domain model, such as economics, medicine, and law. To be effective in some domains, however, CBR systems must use expert knowledge to determine feature importance when selecting cases that match the current problem. Relying on domain knowledge can be a problem when applying CBR to weak-theoretic domains. 1 The knowledge elicitation bottleneck-the inability to precisely encode the knowledge used by human experts-is a concern in many knowledge-based applications. Although researchers cite this bottleneck as a justification for CBR techniques, 2 use of domain knowledge in indexing means that CBR techniques are not immune to it.
Using Reinforcement Learning for Similarity Assessment in Case-Based Systems
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We've developed reinforcement-trained casebased reasoning, a reinforcement-learning (RL) technique that uses feedback from the environment to learn case similarity. RETCBR expands the domains in which researchers can successfully apply CBR techniques because it requires knowledge only for case recognition, not to determine the best indexing strategies. We've implemented two RETCBR similarity assessment methods and tested them in a weatherforecasting application.
RETCBR overview
Like other CBR systems, when RETCBR has a problem to solve, it compares the problem to a library of cases and adapts the most similar library case to the problem, producing a preliminary solution. CBR techniques work even for weak-theoretic domains if a record of previous cases with successful solutions exists. However, implementations are subject to the matching problem-determining which features are important when selecting cases. CBR uses similarity assessment to determine which case best matches the current problem.
Two approaches to similarity assessment are the most prevalent. In the representational approach, an index structure links similar cases. RETCBR uses the computational approach, in which a similarity function compares the current problem to all library cases to find the most similar case.
Nearest-neighbor classification
Systems that use the computational approach are also called lazy-learning systems. Research in lazy learning (also called instance-or memory-based learning) focuses on creating similarity measures between cases using nearest-neighbor classification. In this technique, the system compares an input to be classified-the probe-with each case in a case base (a database of previously encountered cases). The classification of those cases in the case base near the probe (its neighbors) determines the probe's classification. A similarity metric determines cases' nearness.
Nearest-neighbor classification often uses global weights with the Euclidean distance to modify different axes' contributions:
.
With local weights, the distance measure depends on the point in the input space from which the distance is taken. which lets us express conditions such as "if feature A is greater than 70 percent, then use only features B and C to compute similarity." We use global weights in one RETCBR method for assessing similarity. The second method combines artificial neural networks (ANNs) with CBR. It differs from previous hybrid approaches 4, 5 and captures some of the strengths of local metrics while using fewer parameters.
Researchers have used many mechanisms to determine feature weights. Dietrich Wettschereck, David Aha, and Takao Mohri surveyed and classified many of these methods using several dimensions. 6 One dimension is whether the system learns through feedback. In classification systems, feedback is a binary value indicating whether a probe's classification matches its nearest neighbors' classifications. The direction in which the system adjusts a feature weight depends on whether the feature values and the classifications of the probe and its nearest neighbors match. RETCBR does not require knowledge of the correct case for each input. Instead, the reinforcement value might be a user-given subjective value (for example, "the proposed solution is a perfect fit for the current problem" or "the proposed solution has nothing to do with the current problem") or an objective measure of the system's performance, such as the efficiency of a process guided by it.
Reinforcement learning
Several CBR systems use nearest-neighbor techniques, which use a weighted Euclidean metric. The systems often set the weights statically using information from experts in the field. [7] [8] [9] RETCBR, however, changes weights dynamically in response to system performance. It uses the reinforcement learning model (see Figure 1 ) to retrieve cases. 10 After the system returns a case to the environment, the environment responds with a signal indicating how well the returned case matches the current problem. As Figure 2 shows, a case-retrieval algorithm uses RL techniques to alter its similarity metric to improve future matching operations. RETCBR also uses exploration-that is, choosing cases that might not appear optimal, according to the similarity measure-to ensure adequate coverage of the weight space. Without exploration, some data sets can cause systems to select values for weights, which results in poor-quality distance metrics.
RL is also called learning with a critic, as opposed to supervised learning, or learning with a teacher, in which the environment tells the agent what action to take in a situation. 11 After an RL agent chooses an action, the environment tells it the immediate reward and subsequent state, but not which action would have been best in the long run. To find the correct action, the agent must gather information about state transitions and rewards while attempting to perform optimal actions. The agent is subject to the exploitation-exploration trade-off-the agent can either execute the action that has given the highest payoffs in the past or execute new, untried actions that might bring even greater returns. For example, a novice chess player can use a number of opening moves. If an unorthodox opening results in an immediate payoff, such as taking an opponent's piece, the player might continue with the unorthodox approach even though it leads to a weak board position and eventual loss of the match. A more adventurous player might continue to explore openings, one of which might lead to better long-term results.
Related to the exploration-exploitation trade-off is the question of how a system should choose a case if it decides to explore. If the system randomly selects a case, it's not using its information to avoid cases that might be undesirable to the user. Because the received reinforcement values might be stochastic, however, using any specific criteria to select cases can prevent the system from choosing the most appropriate case.
Reinforcement learning reduces the expert's task from specifying the output the system should generate to determining whether or not the output provided is acceptable.
The "Other Learning Systems" sidebar describes alternative approaches to case retrieval. 
RETCBR design

C a s e -B a s e d R e a s o n i n g
Although RETCBR is similar to several other categories of machine-learning algorithms, it also differs from them in essential ways.
Supervised learning
Supervised learning compares a system's output with observed values and sends the system feedback about errors, typically the difference between the system's prediction and the actual value. 1 Reinforcement learning is one type of supervised learning; however, supervised learning generally refers to learning with a teacher. Perceptrons, backpropagation networks, radial basis functions, and lazy-learning techniques use this type of learning.
Supervised-learning systems are trained to give a specific output for a given input. If several suitable outputs for a particular input exist, the teacher must select one output to produce feedback for training the system. Forcing a teacher's arbitrary choice of mappings onto the learning system might be undesirable. Developing training sets containing all interesting inputs can also be difficult.
Reinforcement-trained case-based reasoning differs from most supervised systems since it has no separate training period. As new inputs arise, RETCBR attempts to respond to user feedback to learn an appropriate output.
Nearest-neighbor classification
Nearest-neighbor classification systems apply case-based reasoning techniques to classification problems. Several nearestneighbor-classification systems use simple reinforcement learning to adjust weights. Steven Salzberg adjusts feature weights by an amount proportional to the current weight's value. 2 Francesco Ricci and Paolo Avesani adjust weights by a value proportional to the current value of the weight and to the difference of values in the probe and the nearest neighbor. 3 RETCBR applies these techniques to more general case-based reasoning problems.
Introspective learning
Introspective reasoning can also improve retrieval in casebased systems. As in reinforcement learning, introspective learners use a measure of current performance to determine whether the similarity metric needs altering.
Susan Fox and David Leake use an introspective reasoner to modify retrieval structures in a route-planning system. 4 If a selected route can be adapted to meet current requirements, the learner compares the adapted plan to existing routes to determine whether adapting a different route would have been easier. It examines the two routes to determine whether including a feature in the selection process would have led to selection of the second route.
Andrea Bonzano, Pádraig Cunningham, and Barry Smyth describe another introspective system that applies nearestneighbor techniques to the case-retrieval problem. 5 In their system, a reinforcement mechanism increments and decrements weights by a constant. As in other classification systems, the user must determine the correct case for each input.
RETCBR differs from these techniques in two ways:
• It adjusts weights proportionately, according to a reinforcement signal value.
• It uses a proactive approach to exploring the weight space.
(In contrast, the two techniques we just described always choose nearest neighbors during training.)
Zhong Zhang and Qiang Yang describe quantitative introspective learning. 6, 7 This method assigns a local weight to each possible value for each feature. It's more flexible in the type of feedback used than other introspective methods. Feedback specifies how well the returned case satisfies the user requirements, not whether the probe classification and the returned case match. During training, this method asks the user for a case's correct score, given a particular query. The user doesn't specify which case should be retrieved for each query. No exploration is performed, and the method returns the best matches to the user.
Systems with ordered result sets
Two recent systems use feedback to train CBR systems to return relevant cases. 8, 9 These systems give the user a set of closely matching cases. They use the difference between the userselected case and the case they believe is most similar to adjust the similarity function. These systems require identification of the correct case for a given context and do not use exploration.
searches its case base for the most similar case. In normal operation, RETCBR selects the case closest to the context. However, because RETCBR is an RL agent, when it chooses a case, it must decide whether to use its knowledge-the current similarity function-to choose the best case or to accumulate new knowledge by choosing a different case.
The environment in which RETCBR is being used evaluates the selected case to determine how well it matches the current context. The evaluation might consist of a user's subjective rating of the solution quality, for example, or the result of some external process. The result of the evaluation process is a reinforcement signal-a value in the interval [0, 1]-which is returned to RETCBR. The system uses this value to adjust how it compares case contexts.
When RETCBR receives a context from the environment, it decides whether to explore or exploit what it knows. A system parameter controls the probability that it will decide to explore. If the system decides to exploit, it compares the input context to each case in the case base and selects the case with the most similar context. If it explores, the system randomly chooses a case from the case base. In the experiments to date, the system chooses to explore approximately 50 percent of the time. Because each case has the same probability of being selected during exploration, this approach ensures coverage of the entire search space. The drawback of the exploration approach is that the system does not use the learning it has accomplished. We hope to better balance these competing goals in the future, perhaps by tying exploration to system performance.
To facilitate searching the space of function approximations, we normalize all feature values to the range [0..1]. This prevents the magnitude of the units of measure used for features from influencing movement in the search space. The user evaluates the solution returned by the system to determine if it meets current needs and sends the evaluation to the system as a reinforcement value. If the system was exploring the last time it was invoked, it uses the reinforcement value to modify its similarity metric.
We've implemented two methods for determining similarity in RETCBR. The first uses the generalized Euclidean metric that many nearest-neighbor classification systems use. Its primary advantage is simplicity of design. The second method uses a backpropagation-trained ANN. This method makes the system more complex but accurately estimates more complicated similarity functions.
Linear weighting
This metric uses the square of the difference for each feature multiplied by that feature's assigned weight. The system selects the case with the minimum sum of weighted squared differences: .
In the simulation, an oracle-a function that knows the desired similarity measureprovides the reinforcement value. In an actual application, system users or some measurable quantity from the environment would provide the reinforcement signal. The system uses this signal to modify the weights used to calculate the similarity function. It performs this update only when it produces a random selection, and thus prevents cases that get matched more often from overly influencing how the system adjusts weights.
The system increases weights of features that contribute to a large distance between cases when the feedback confirms that distance. If the feedback doesn't confirm the distance measure, the system decreases the weight. The formula used for update is ,
where α is a parameter that controls the learning rate and d is the distance the oracle returns. In our experiments, we set α to 0.01.
Backpropagation
In this technique for training multilayer ANNs, the output of each unit in the network is some continuous, differentiable function of its inputs. The error measured at the output is a continuous differentiable function of every weight in the network. This lets the system learn the weights using a gradient descent algorithm. 12 The backpropagation similarity measure uses a feed-forward network to estimate similarity between two cases. Each input is the square of the difference between a feature value in the current input set and the corresponding feature value from a case from the case base. The network output, a value between 0 and 1, is the system's current estimate of the distance between the current input and the case from the case base. The system uses the closest case as output (unless it's exploring, in which case it selects a random case). Because our desired output is between 0 and 1, we use a sigmoid activation function-that is, the output of each unit j with inputs from unit k is ,
where w jk is the weight of the connection from unit k to unit j and f β is the sigmoid function .
We set β to 1/2 for the experiments. After the system returns a solution from the database, an oracle determines a reinforcement signal based on the returned solution's applicability to the current context. The system uses backpropagation to train the ANN to return this value for the current input context and the selected case. The update formula for the weight between units q and p at time t is . E is the output error for the unit p, and µ determines the learning rate, set to 0.15 in our experiments. The parameter α determines momentum-successive changes in the same direction will have larger magnitudes. We set the momentum parameter to 0.9 in the experiments. 
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The user evaluates the solution returned by the system to determine if it meets current needs and sends the evaluation to the system as a reinforcement value.
Testing RETCBR
We tested our RETCBR system on a weatherforecasting application and an ionosphere classification task.
Weather forecasting
We chose this complex, real-world data set to illustrate RETCBR's ability to achieve results in problem areas having little domain knowledge.
A Metar, or aviation routine weather report, is a collection of meteorological observations taken at a reporting station. Stations generate these reports hourly and make them available via the World Wide Web. Figure 3 gives an example Metar.
RETCBR uses a database of Metars indexed by station and report time. The input to the system is a collection of recent reports from specific stations, and the desired output is a forecast of a report for a target station. The system searches its historical data for instances in which the input stations produced similar reports and uses these reports as the context for each case. The system uses as its forecast the report that the target station produced immediately after the case with the most similar context.
Experimental format.
In our experiments, RETCBR predicts the values of the Metar to be reported by station KFAR using Metars reported by the station over the preceding two hours. For example, the system would use the KFAR Metars for 8:53 a.m. and 9:53 a.m. to predict the Metar for 10:53 a.m.
We created a 100-case case base using sets of KFAR's Metar records. Each case included three consecutive hourly reports: the context of the case was the first two Metars, and the associated solution was the third Metar. Each context, therefore, had 14 fields: the wind direction, wind speed, visibility, temperature, dew point, barometer, and lowest ceiling from the first two Metars in each set of three. The proposed solution for each case was the fields from the remaining Metar (see Figure 4) .
We removed one case from the case base to use as a probe and used the probe's context as input to the RETCBR system. Using the current similarity function, we compared the indexed fields of the probe to the indexed fields of each remaining case in the case base. The RETCBR system returned the fields of the most similar case's proposed solution. The system passed these fields to an oracle, but the oracle received no information about the case context.
To determine the prediction's accuracy, the oracle compared the dew point from the proposed solution to the dew point from the probe case solution. It computed a negative reinforcement value by squaring the difference between the two dew points. Because all values are normalized, this calculation resulted in a scalar reinforcement value between 0 and 1. The oracle returned the value to the RETCBR system, which used it to adjust the similarity measure. 
Case base
Input values for T = current hour We didn't record the differences resulting from the times the system explored. Trials consisted of testing each of the 100 cases in the earlier manner. The squared difference of the dew points from the probe case and the proposed solution produced a measure of system error. We averaged this error over each trial and recorded it on the graphs appearing later in this article.
Related approaches. The weather-forecasting application illustrates RETCBR's ability to use CBR in a knowledge-poor domain. Applications in which some features are more important in determining similarity require feature importance to be determined by domain experts or learned by the CBR system. One recently introduced metric that learns feature weights is quantitative introspective learning. 12 QIL assigns a weight to each possible value for each feature. A QIL system uses current input values to determine which weights it will use to calculate the relevance of each case in the case base, and returns the most relevant case. As in RETCBR, the user assigns a desired score to each returned case. The system uses this score to update weights associated with the feature values of the current input and the returned case.
Results. Figure 5a shows the results of our first linear-weighting experiment. Working optimally, the system would achieve an average distance of approximately 0.0001. A system using equal weights returns solutions with an average distance of 0.011. The RETCBR system, after an initial learning period, obtains a squared difference of approximately 0.0075. As the system learns, the difference in dew point between the Metars returned by the system and those reported by the target station decreases. QIL did not perform well on this data set, with an average error of about 0.032 after 300 iterations. Its performance could be due to the parameters used, or it might need additional iterations. Figure 5b shows the results for RETCBR using a backpropagation-trained ANN. Figure 6 shows the neural net we used to determine distance approximations. With the Metar data set, the system performs only slightly better than a system using equal weights. As the results on the next data set will show, the backpropagation system performs significantly better than simpler approaches in situations requiring a more complex similarity metric.
Ionosphere data set
In addition to general case-based reasoning problems like the Metar problem, RETCBR can be used for nearest-neighbor classification tasks when an appropriate reinforcement signal is used. We tested RETCBR on the ionosphere classification task from the University of California, Irvine's machine-learning repository (www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/ MLRepository.html). The RETCBR system using backpropagation is particularly suited to this task.
In the ionosphere data set, each instance has 34 continuous features representing radar returns. Each instance also includes a binary classification that indicates whether it has a particular structure in the ionosphere.
RETCBR requires less specific feedback than most existing classification systems. Consider the feedback required by IB4, Aha's fourth instance-based nearest-neighbor algorithm. 13 This algorithm determines the classification of a case based on the classification of the case's nearest neighbor. For this algorithm to be effective, it must receive the classification for each new case so that it can determine whether the case is being correctly classified by the context descriptions that are used by the algorithm. For our implementation to determine the correct classification, the feedback given to the system must be the difference between the classification returned by the system and the correct classification. The learning system uses this difference to determine the correct classification, and this information is used to add the case to the appropriate context descriptions.
RETCBR and quantitative introspection do not require the correct classifications for new cases, but instead only a measure of how incorrect their classification was. For the Ions data set, we used the absolute value of the difference between the predicted and the correct classification to allow a rough comparison with IB4. (Note that the classification in this data set is binary, so the algorithms could determine the correct classification; however, the RETCBR and QIL implementations do not use this knowledge and treat the feedback as a real value.) Figure 7 shows the results with the ionosphere data set for both RETCBR systems and for IB4 and QIL. A system using equal fixed weights would return solutions with an average distance of 0.13105. The linear RETCBR system, after an initial learning period, obtains a distance of approximately 0.124. After 500 iterations, QIL has an error of 0.174, and IB4 has an error of 0.143, worse than the results using equal weights.
We found the IB4 algorithm's poor performance puzzling. Closer examination of the IB4 system revealed that although it often made good choices, it also made some bad choices. Because we felt this was due to the algorithm narrowing the weight space search too soon, we modified the IB4 system to make some random choices for exploration using techniques similar to those of RETCBR learners. This resulted in performance superior to that of linear RETCBR, with an error of 0.115 after 500 iterations. Note, however, that the IB4 system is more constrained in the type of feedback that can be used. We also added exploration to QIL, but its improvement was less dramatic. The QIL implementation continued to improve its results with additional iterations. After 5,000 iterations, the version with exploration obtained an error of 0.127.
Using an ANN, the RETCBR system achieved a distance of approximately 0.1, outperforming the simpler systems on this data set. This system continues to improve with further iterations, reaching an average distance of 0.9 after 1,000 iterations. These results indicate that we can best approximate the similarity measure of some data sets using the more complex variant of RETCBR.
Analysis
Both RETCBR systems learn similarity functions with minimal input from the environment. In the domains tested, RETCBR outperformed QIL, which is designed to solve similar problems. RETCBR systems can also be used on classification problems and require less specific feedback than some existing systems, such as IB4. Exploration of weight space, one of RETCBR's key ingredients, improved both IB4's and QIL's performance. An ANN didn't improve the similarity function in the Metar domain. However, more complicated data sets benefit from this approach, as the ionosphere classification experiment shows. 
B
ecause RETCBR requires only case recognition, not expert knowledge, for indexing, it is applicable to many domains. We are currently applying these techniques to human-computer interaction problems such as user modeling and collaborative filtering. Issues that remain to be addressed include determining when the system performance is being harmed by too much exploration and incorporating some knowledge to guide choices during exploration.
